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Abstract—Communication constraints are one of the major
challenges preventing the wide-spread adoption of Federated
Learning systems. Recently, Federated Distillation (FD), a new
algorithmic paradigm for Federated Learning with fundamen-
tally different communication properties, emerged. FD methods
leverage ensemble distillation techniques and exchange model
outputs, presented as soft labels on an unlabeled public data set,
between the central server and the participating clients. In this
work, we investigate FD from the perspective of communication
efficiency by analyzing the effects of active distillation-data
curation, soft-label quantization, and delta-coding techniques.
Based on the insights gathered from this analysis, we present
Compressed Federated Distillation (CFD), an efficient Federated
Distillation method. Extensive experiments, on Federated image
classification and language modeling problems, at different levels
of data heterogeneity, demonstrate that our method can reduce
the amount of communication necessary to achieve fixed per-
formance targets by more than two orders of magnitude when
compared to FD, and by more than four orders of magnitude
when compared to parameter averaging based techniques like
Federated Averaging.

Index Terms—federated learning, distributed training, ma-
chine learning, deep learning, efficient communication

I. INTRODUCTION

As many cases of data leakage and misuse in recent times
have demonstrated, the centralized processing of personal user
data in the “cloud” (e.g., for training deep learning models)
is associated with a high privacy risk for the data donors. To
address this issue, recently a novel distributed training paradigm
called Federated Learning (FL) emerged.

FL [1][2][3] allows multiple entities to jointly train a machine
learning model on their combined data, without any of the
participants having to reveal their potentially privacy sensitive
data to a centralized server. Federated Learning achieves
this, by processing the data on the local devices and only
communicating sanitized or encrypted information about the
underlying patterns to other devices and the server.

Besides improving privacy, FL comes with many other
benefits such as improved security [4], autonomy [5], and
efficiency [6] due to its distributed nature and on-device
processing.
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FL is typically performed between mobile and internet
of things (IoT) devices, which are often severely hardware
constrained, geographically scattered, and have only access
to limited and costly communication channels like metered
mobile networks. Thus, to harness the ever-growing amounts
of privacy-sensitive data collected by these devices, there is a
great need for efficient and scalable FL solutions.

One of the most challenging obstacles in Federated Learning,
is the communication bottleneck induced by frequently exchang-
ing training information between the participating clients over
limited bandwidth channels. For instance, the communication
of local gradients, which are the basic unit of information
for gradient descent based distributed training methods like
distributed SGD, requires O(|θ|) bits of information, where
|θ| is the model size. Over the course of multiple thousands
of training rounds the communication overhead can grow
to hundreds of Gigabytes for modern large-scale neural-
network models with millions of parameters. Consequently,
if communication bandwidth is limited or communication is
costly, Federated Learning can become unproductive or even
completely unfeasible.

To address this issue, different algorithmic approaches have
been proposed under the umbrella of efficient Federated Learn-
ing. In this work, we closely examine the recently proposed
framework of Federated Distillation [7][8][9][10][11][12][13]
with respect to its communication properties and introduce a
set of improvements, which reduce communication in both the
upstream and the downstream, without negatively affecting the
training performance. More concretely, we make the following
contributions:
• We conduct a qualitative and quantitative comparison

between the communication properties of two popular
algorithmic frameworks for Federated Learning, namely
Federated Averaging [1][14][15] and Federated Distilla-
tion [7][11][8].

• We perform a thorough analysis of the communication
properties of Federated Distillation at different levels
of data heterogeneity by investigating the effects of
distillation data set size as well as active data selection
strategies on the training performance.

• We develop a novel quantization mechanism and delta
coding method to compress the soft-labels exchanged in
Federated Distillation before communication.

• We address the issue of compressing downstream com-
munication via a novel dual distillation technique.

• Finally, we perform extensive experiments on large-scale
convolutional neural networks and transformer models,
which demonstrate that our compression method can
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reduce communication by more than ×100 as compared to
Federated Distillation and more than ×10000 as compared
to Federated Averaging.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows: In
section II, we describe the two major algorithmic frameworks
in Federated Learning, namely Federated Averaging and
Federated Distillation, compare them w.r.t. their communication
properties, and review existing techniques for communication
reduction in both frameworks. In section III, we provide a
literature review of the key developments in Federated Learning
reasearch in general and Federated Distillation in particular.
In section IV, we thoroughly investigate ways to reduce the
communication in Federated Distillation by systematically
addressing all components that contribute to the total commu-
nication load. In section V, we condense the gathered insights
and propose Compressed Federated Distillation (CFD), a novel
communication-efficient Federated Distillation scheme. Finally,
in section VI, we compare the communication properties of
CFD with those of regular Federated Distillation and Federated
Averaging on a variety of Federated Learning benchmarks
featuring large-scale convolutional and transformer neural
networks, before concluding in section VII.

II. ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORKS FOR FEDERATED
LEARNING

To solve Federated Learning problems, two algorithmic
frameworks have been proposed, which drastically differ with
respect to their communication properties. Figure 1 gives an
overview of these frameworks and compares them w.r.t. to the
flow of computation and communication.

A. Federated Averaging

The classical algorithmic approach to Federated Learning
problems is Federated Averaging [1] (Figure 1, illustration on
the left). In Federated Averaging the training is conducted in
multiple communication rounds following a three step protocol:

1) In the beginning of each round, the central server selects
a subset of the client population and broadcasts to them
a common model initialization θ.

2) Starting from the common initialization, the selected
clients individually perform iterations of stochastic gra-
dient descent over their local data to improve their local
models resulting in an updated model θi on every client.

3) The updated models are then communicated back to the
server, where they are aggregated (e.g., by an averaging
operation) to create a global model, which is used as
initialization point for the next communication round.

Every communication round of Federated Averaging thus
involves the upstream and downstream communication of a
complete parametrization of the jointly trained model θ between
all participating clients and the server. In many practical
applications, these neural network parametrizations may contain
multiple millions to billions of individual parameters. For
instance, the widely popular ResNet-50 [16] contains over 23
million parameters. For natural language processing tasks, even
larger models are used, with the famous GPT-3 [17] reaching

175 billion parameters. Generally, both theoretical [18], [19]
and empirical [20] evidence suggests that the performance of
neural network models correlates positively with their size.

For large-scale models like the ones described above, the
communication overhead of running the Federated Averaging
algorithm can become a prohibitive bottleneck. Although a wide
variety of methods to reduce the communication overhead in
Federated Averaging have been proposed, including approaches
that reduce the frequency of communication [1], use client
sampling [1], [21], neural network pruning [22], message
sparsification [23], [24], [25] and other lossy [26], [27], [28],
[24], [29] and lossless compression techniques [30], [31], the
fundamental issue of scaling to larger models persists.

B. Federated Distillation

The recently proposed Federated Distillation [7], [12], [11]
(Figure 1, illustration on the right) takes an entirely different
approach to communicating the knowledge obtained during the
local training. Instead of communicating the parameterization
of the locally trained model θi to the server, in Federated
Distillation the knowledge is communicated in the form of
soft-label predictions on records of a public distillation data
set Xpub according to

Yi = {fθi(x)|x ∈ Xpub}. (1)

Hereby fθi is the (neural network) locally trained model
parameterized by θi. Prior work [12][32] has shown that this
public distillation data needs to only roughly follow a similar
distribution as the privacy-sensitive client data. Hence, a wide
variety of data sets may be suitable to pose as distillation data.
For instance, in many Federated computer vision problems,
extremely large image corpora like ImageNet [33] are publicly
available. Likewise, for natural language processing problems,
public text corpora like WiKiText [34] can be found. While
this public data is typically unfit for training a task-specific
model due to missing label information, it can still be useful
in Federated Distillation pipelines.

Different variations of Federated Distillation have been
proposed that vary w.r.t. their communication properties. To
fully appreciate the communication-saving benefits of Federated
Distillation, it is necessary to avoid communication of model
parametrizations at all stages of Federated training. Therefore,
we consider the following version of the Federated Distillation
protocol for which each communication round consists of the
following five steps:

1) At the beginning of every Federated Distillation round,
a subset of the client population is selected for partici-
pation and synchronizes with the server by downloading
aggregated soft-labels, Y pub, on the public data set.

2) The participating clients update their local models by
performing model distillation using the downloaded soft-
label information. All stochasticity in the distillation
process is controlled via random seeds to ensure that all
clients end up with the same distilled model θ.

3) The participating clients improve the distilled model by
training on their private local data, resulting in improved
models θi on every client.
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Fig. 1: The flow of data and computations in Federated Averaging and Federated Distillation. In Federated Averaging, the model
parameters θ are used to transfer the training information between clients and the server. In Federated Distillation, soft-label
predictions Y pub on a common public data set Xpub are used to convey the same information.

4) Using the locally trained model θi, the clients compute
soft-labels Y pubi on the public data and send them to the
server.

5) The server aggregates the soft-labels for the next com-
munication round.

Variations of this protocol have been proposed in [7], [8]
and [11].

As demonstrated in recent studies [7], [12], [11], Federated
Distillation has several advantages over Federated Averaging:
First, as model information is aggregated by means of distilla-
tion, Federated Distillation allows the participating clients to
train different model architectures. This gives additional flexi-
bility in settings where clients have heterogeneous hardware
constraints. Federated Distillation also benefits from increased
robustness, as adversarial or malicious clients can not directly
influence the parametrization of the jointly trained model
(only indirectly via their soft-labels). Furthermore, Federated
Distillation has favorable privacy properties, as in contrast to
parameter averaging-based Federated Learning algorithms, it is
not directly vulnerable to model inversion attacks [35][36].
The most significant advantage, however, arises from the
fact that Federated Distillation has a completely different
communication profile than Federated Averaging. While the
upstream and downstream communication in every round of
Federated Averaging scales with the size of the jointly trained
neural network as

b ∈ O(|θ|)) (2)

in Federated Distillation, communication scales with the
product of the distillation data set size |Xpub| and the number
of different classes dim(Y) as

b ∈ O(|Xpub|dim(Y)). (3)

This can put FD at an advantage in applications where large
neural networks are trained, as is the case for instance in natural
language processing and computer vision tasks (among many
other application).

Nevertheless, Federated Distillation is still communication
intensive, especially for large multi-class tasks where sizable
distillation data sets are used.

The aim of this work is thus to further improve the
communication efficiency in FD, by exploring a variety of
communication reduction techniques. Our efforts will culminate
in the development of our Compressed Federated Distillation
(CFD) method, a novel compression technique for FD based
on soft-label quantization, delta coding and dual distillation.

III. RELATED WORK

Federated Distillation: Albeit their novelty, Federated
Distillation techniques have been used in several existing works
already. In the following we present a comprehensive overview
on these existing techniques. Most relevant for the studied
multi-round protocol for diverse models in this paper is the
protocol proposed by Itahara et al. [11], which is based on ideas
from Jeong et al. [7] and mostly follows the steps described
in section II-B with the sole exception that client models
are required to participate in every round and are not kept
synchronized during local distillation by means of random
seeds. The similar protocol by Jeong et al. [7] and Seo et al.
[37] is instead based on locally accumulated logits per label,
which are aggregated by the server. Furthermore, instead of
exploiting these global logits for refining the local models
by direct distillation, they are used for regularizing the local
training in the next round. Similarly, Bistritz et al. [38] use
distillation on an unlabelled public data set for regularizing
on-device learning in a peer-to-peer network. Guha et al. [39]
propose a one-shot distillation method for convex models,
where the server distills the locally optimized client models in
a single round based on an unlabelled data set.

The recently proposed FedMD by Li and Wang [8] and
Cronus by Chang et al. [40] also address knowledge distillation
in Federated Learning through aggregated logits for a public
data set. In FedMD, the clients train in each round first
on the public data set and then on the private data set for
personalization and communicate afterwards their model output
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on the public data set to the server, where the aggregation of
the uploaded logits for the next round is performed. For the
initial pretraining in FedMD the public data set is required
to be labelled, whereas in the communication rounds after
initialization the aggregated logits from the clients serve as
soft-labels for the public data set. In Cronus, however, each
client uses the local data set and the soft-labelled public data
set jointly for local training.

Lin et al. [12] apply ensemble distillation on top of Federated
Averaging to refine the global server model resulting in fewer
communication rounds compared to benchmark Federated
Averaging methods. Although leveraging the power of ensemble
distillation for robust model fusion and data augmentation,
their method, called FedDF, is based on the classical Federated
Averaging protocol with all the mentioned consequences w.r.t.
the communication-efficiency.

Chen and Chao [13] introduce FedBE, where the server
creates Bayesian model ensembles based on the uploaded client
models, instead of directly averaging the client models as in
FedAvg, and uses an unlabelled data set to distill one global
student model from a Bayesian model ensemble created from
the teacher models. This global model is transferred back to
the clients as initialization for the next round of local training.
Their approach however is more closely related to classical
Federated Averaging than to Federated Distillation, since all
clients have to train the same model architecture and the model
parameters are communicated up- and downstream.

Ahn et al. [9] and Oh et al [10] also investigate hybrid
approaches that use both Federated Distillation and Federated
Averaging techniques. Ahn et al. focuses on wireless communi-
cation aspects of Federated Distillation while Oh et al. address
privacy aspects via a Mixup data augmentation strategy.

While quantization techniques have been widely applied in
Federated Averaging [14][15][41][42], we are not aware of any
prior work that aims to improve the communication efficiency
of the Federated Distillation process by means of quantizing
the soft-label information. We initiate this study in the hope to
foster further research in this direction, for this new Federated
Learning paradigm.

Data Heterogeneity in Federated Learning: Federated
Learning is typically performed between distributed mobile or
IoT devices, which locally and independently generate private
data based on their particular environment and usage patterns.
As a consequence, Federated Learning problems are typically
characterised by statistically heterogeneous client data [1]. It
is well known, that conventional FL algorithms like Federated
Averaging [1] perform best on statistically homogeneous data
and suffer severely in this (“non-iid”) setting [43], [44]. A
number of different studies [45], [43], [25] have tried to address
this issue, but relevant performance improvements so far have
only been possible under strong assumptions. For instance
[43] assume that the server has access to labeled public data
from the same distribution as the clients, other approaches [25]
require high-frequent communication, with up to thousands
of communication rounds, between server and clients, which
might be prohibitive in a majority of FL applications where
communication channels are intermittent and slow. A different
line of research, which aims to address data heterogeneity in
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the Dirichlet data splitting strategy we
use throughout the paper, exemplary for a Federated Learning
setting with 10 Clients and 10 different classes. Marker size
indicates the number of samples held by one client for each
particular class. Lower values of α lead to more heterogeneous
distributions of client data. Figure adapted from [50][12].

FL via meta- and multi-task learning. Here, separate models
are trained for each client [46], [47] or clients are grouped
into different clusters with similar distributions [48], [49].

IV. INVESTIGATING THE COMMUNICATION PROPERTIES OF
FEDERATED DISTILLATION

In this section we investigate the communication properties
of Federated Distillation. The total amount of communication
necessary to transfer the soft-label information in each round
is given by the product of the distillation data set size and
the average amount of bits required to store the value of one
soft-label

btotal = |Xpub| × (H(Yi) + η). (4)

Hereby H(Yi) is the entropy of the soft-labels, and η indicates
the coding inefficiency. In conventional Federated Distillation
as proposed in [7], [11], the soft-label information is stored at
32-bit floating-point precision, and thus, we have

btotal = |Xpub| × dim(Y)× 32 bit. (5)

Following eq. (4), a reduction of the communication overhead
can be achieved by either
(a) reducing the size of the distillation data set,
(b) reducing the entropy of the soft-labels, or
(c) improving the efficiency of the coding technique.

In this section, we will look at all three of these determining
factors and investigate their relative impact on the Federated
Learning performance.

In the preliminary experiments performed in this section, we
consider Federated Learning settings with 20 clients among
which we split the training data according to a Dirichlet
distribution [50], as illustrated in Figure 2. More details on the
experiment setup can be found in section VI.

A. Distillation Dataset Size & Active Learning Strategies

As the communication overhead in Federated Distillation
is directly proportional to the number of data points used for
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Fig. 3: Effect of distillation data set size with different (active)
selection strategies using LeNet on MNIST.

distillation, restricting the size of the distillation data is the most
straight-forward way to reduce communication. It is commonly
known however, that in machine learning (and deep learning in
particular), the size of the training data set has strong impact on
the generalization capacity of any trained classifier [51]. The
machine learning discipline of active learning has developed
techniques to systematically select samples from a larger pool
of data for training with the goal to achieve higher performance
with fewer samples of data. Here, we adapt four popular active
learning techniques to the setting of Federated Distillation and
compare their performance when used to select distillation data
sets of different sizes. Let

topn[x 7→ Ψ(x)] : D → D (6)

be the operator that maps a data set to one of its subsets of size
n, by selecting the top n elements according to the criterion
x 7→ Ψ(x). Then, we can define the “entropy”, “certainty”,
and “margin” selection strategies as follows:

Dentropy
n = topn[x 7→ H(fθ(x))](X

pub) (7)

Dcertainty
n = topn[x 7→ −max(fθ(x))](X

pub) (8)

Dmargin
n = topn[x 7→ max2(fθ(x))−max(fθ(x))](X

pub) (9)

Hereby, H(p) = −
∑
i pi log(pi) denotes the entropy, max(p)

represents the maximum value in the vector of probabilities p,
and max2(p) = max(p \ {arg max(p)}) denotes the second-
largest element of p. For instance Dcertainty

n selects those n
data points from Xpub for which the maximum likelihood
prediction max(fθ(x)) is assigned the lowest certainty. We
also consider the selection strategy of picking n data-points at
random in each round.

In each communication round of Federated Distillation, we
select a subset of n data points for distillation, according to
one of the above strategies based on the model θ, which was
used in the previous round. The results of this experiment
are shown in Figure 3. As we can see, the performance of
Federated Distillation strongly depends on the size of the
distillation data set. On the other hand, the effect of using
active learning strategies to systematically select data points
is rather low. While in the i.i.d regime (α = 100.0) the active
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Fig. 4: Effect of distillation data set size and quantization
strength on training performance in Federated Distillation using
LeNet on MNIST at α = 0.1 and ResNet-8 on CIFAR-10 at
α = 100.0.

learning strategies slightly improve the Federated Distillation
performance, the situation is rather unclear in the non-i.i.d
regime (α = 0.1). From these results, we conclude that in
most situations, the performance gains obtained by using active
learning strategies do not justify the additional computational
overhead incurred by these techniques (i.e., evaluating fθ(x) on
the entire accessible distillation data). Thus, in the remainder
of this manuscript, we will restrict our analysis to randomly
selected distillation data sets of fixed size.

B. Soft-Label Quantization

Quantization is a popular technique to reduce communication
and has been successfully applied in Federated Averaging
to reduce the size of the parameter updates [14], [24], [29].
Quantization techniques, however, so far have not been applied
to Federated Distillation. Here we consider constrained uniform
quantization to reduce the entropy of the communicated soft-
labels. Let p ∈ Y be a vector of soft-label probabilities. Then,
we obtain the quantized soft-label q via constrained uniform
quantization [52] as follows

q = Qb(p) = arg min
qi∈{

l
2b−1

,l∈0,..,2b−1}∑
i qi=1

‖q − p‖1 (10)

The optimization problem above can be solved in log-linear
time. In case the optimization problem in (10) does not have a
unique solution, we randomly break the tie. As can be easily
seen, for b = 1, the quantization operator Qb is equivalent to
the maximum vote:

Q1(p)i =

{
1 if i = arg max(p)

0 else
(11)

Constrained uniform quantization as defined above reduces
the number of bits required to communicate any vector of
probabilities from 32-bits× dim(Y) to b-bits× dim(Y).
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TABLE I: Effect of the client population size on the sensitivity
to soft-label quantization. Displayed is the maximum Accuracy
achieved when training ResNet-8 on Cifar-10 for 50 communi-
cation rounds (mean and standard deviation over 3 independent
runs). The level of data heterogeneity is set to α = 1.0.

# Quantization Bits
Clients 1 2 4 8 16

10 72.9±0.6 73.0±0.4 73.3±0.8 72.8±0.5 72.7±0.6
20 69.8±0.6 70.2±0.6 69.8±0.5 70.2±0.4 70.0±0.6
80 62.6±0.3 62.0±0.3 62.0±0.4 62.5±0.2 61.7±0.1

Figure 4 shows the effect of different distillation data set
sizes and quantization levels on the model Accuracy after a
fixed number of communication rounds. From this data, we
notice two interesting trends. Firstly, we observe that, while
reducing the number of quantization bits by half has the same
effect on the communication overhead as reducing the size of
the distillation data by the same amount, the former strategy has
a much lower impact on the training performance. This result
holds across different levels of quantization and distillation data
set sizes. Second, as the size of the distillation data set increases,
the harmful effects of quantization vanish. For instance, in the
MNIST data set (Figure 4, top plot), the experimental findings
suggest that for n ≥ 6400 distillation data points, the model
performance remains strong for any quantization level (with a
small Accuracy degradation at the highest compression levels).
Similar effects can be observed when training ResNet-8 the
CIFAR-10 data set (Figure 4, bottom plot), where in some cases
higher compression rates even lead to slight improvements in
Accuracy. Moreover, notice that in both data sets, when the
maximum number of distillation samples are available (n =
51200), the strongest compression level (i.e., 1-bit quantization)
only incurs less then 1% Accuracy degradation on both data
sets.

As can be seen in Table I, repeating these experiments at
varying client population sizes yields similar results. While
larger client populations suffer from reduced convergence speed
at all quantization levels due to the higher degree of distribution
in the system, the number of clients does not seem to have an
effect on the quantization sensitivity.

These results indicate that as a means for reducing communi-
cation, quantization should be strictly preferred over distillation
data set reduction, especially if one has access to a large
distillation data set. In the following, we will concentrate our
analysis on 1-bit quantization using the compression operator
Q1.

C. Lossless Compression via Delta Coding

In this section we investigate efficient lossless coding
techniques to minimize the size of the compressed soft-
label representations. As shown in eq. (11), applying the
compression operator Q1 to a vector of probabilities p results
in a one-hot vector of size dim(Y). As this one-hot vector
can also be represented by an integer number between 1 and
dim(Y), a straight-forward encoding process would comprise
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Fig. 6: Upstream communication (vertical bars) and model
Accuracy (red curve), at different levels of data heterogeneity
α, for ResNet-8 trained on CIFAR-10. Communication varies
by more than an order of magnitude between the most
homogeneous (α = 163.84) and the most heterogeneous
(α = 0.01) setting.

of communicating

Ỹi = {Q1(fθi(x))|x ∈ Xpub} (12)

as an array of |Xpub| integer values, using up |Xpub| ×
log2(dim(Y)) bits of data in total.

This however is only an upper bound on the true entropy
H(Ỹi), which highly depends on the distribution of max
predictions in Ỹi. Figure 5 (left) shows the development of
H(Ỹi) over the course of 50 communication rounds for a
Federated Learning problem with 20 clients training ResNet-
8 on CIFAR-10 at different levels of data heterogeneity. As
we can see, the true entropy is well below the theoretical
maximum of log2(10) (for CIFAR-10 we have dim(Y) = 10)
and decreases with increasing heterogeneity α, down to around
H(Ỹi) ≈ 1 at α = 0.1. This behaviour is expected, as
the labels in the client training data, and consequently also
their predictions Ỹi, get more concentrated with increasing
heterogeneity in the data. Additional knowledge about the
distribution of Ỹi can be used to further reduce the entropy.
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Since Federated Distillation is empirically known to converge
[12][8], we can further expect there to be a growing overlap
between the predictions made by a client in the current round
T and those made in the previous round T − 1.

High agreement between consecutive data points in a
stream of data is a phenomenon commonly encountered in
communication. The effect for instance can also be found
in video data, where consecutive frames are often highly
correlated. The canonical technique to exploit this pattern is
differential coding (resp. delta coding or predictive coding)
[53], which relies on only communicating "new" information
in order to achieve higher compression rates.

We apply lossless delta coding to the quantized predictions
of two consecutive rounds Ỹ t and Ỹ t−1 by setting

(Ŷ t)l =

{
(Ỹ t)l if (Ỹ t)l 6= (Ỹ t−1)l

0 else
∀l (13)

and measuring the entropy (in slight abuse of notation this
assumes an arbitrary but fixed ordering of the set Ỹ and the
same distillation data set Xpub to be used in all rounds). It
should be noted, that all of the information contained in Ỹ t can
be retained from Ŷ t by comparing with the previous message
Ŷ t−1. This only requires minor additional bookkeeping by the
central server (which is typically assumed to have access to
strong computational resources).

Figure 5 (right) shows the development of the entropy of
the differential updates H(Ŷi). As we can see, the differential
soft-label entropy behaves exactly as predicted and H(Ŷi)
is lower than H(Ỹi) from the first round on and smoothly
decreases over the course of training. We note that, curiously,
the development of the differential soft-label entropy over time
can be very accurately predicted via the functional relation
H(Ŷ t) ≈ ct−d for some constants c, d. We were able to
replicate this behaviour across different model architectures and
Federated Learning settings, hinting at an interesting underlying
mathematical relationship, which could be the subject of future
studies.

Figure 6 explores in more detail the influence of data
heterogeneity on the amount of communication. It displays
the upstream communication in the first three rounds of
Federated Distillation with quantization and differential soft-
label encoding. The resulting model Accuracy is also given
(indicated by the red curve). As we can see, the amount
of communication monotonically decreases when lowering
the value of α (thus increasing the data heterogeneity), with
more than an order of magnitude difference between the most
homogeneous ("iid") setting at α = 163.84 and the most
heterogeneous setting at α = 0.01 (note that homogeneity
saturates for large values of α and values α ≥ 100 lead to an
almost perfectly iid split of data).

D. Efficient Downstream Communication

So far we have only considered the upstream communication
from the clients to the server. While in most Federated Learning
settings with mobile and IoT devices, the uplink channel is
more constrained than the downlink channel, it is still desirable
to reduce the downstream communication as much as possible.

TABLE II: Effect of the initialization on the maximum accuracy
achieved in Federated Distillation after 50 communication
rounds. Displayed are the mean and standard deviation of
the accuracy computed from 3 experiments, with a client
participation rate of 20%. Our proposed dual-distillation
approach closes the gap between random model initialization
and the (infeasible) initialization from the previous model state.

α Init Previous Init Random Dual Distill

MNIST 100.0 98.1±0.0 96.7±0.1 97.8±0.0
1.0 97.9±0.1 96.4±0.1 97.5±0.1
0.1 92.6±1.4 90.1±1.5 92.7±1.2

CIFAR10 100.0 70.2±0.4 68.5±0.1 74.9±0.2
1.0 68.2±0.6 66.0±0.6 72.4±0.7
0.1 51.1±3.5 48.2±2.3 56.1±3.0
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Fig. 7: Effect of different levels of upstream and downstream
quantization on the training performance of LeNet on MNIST
data set, at homogeneous (α = 100.0) and heterogeneous
(α = 0.1) data settings. Displayed is the maximum Accuracy
achieved after 20 communication rounds.

Compressing the down-link in Federated Learning however
is challenging, as clients will run out of sync if they are
not initialized with the same model in every round (the
importance of a common model initialization has been famously
demonstrated in [1]). If the participation rate is below 100%
and clients do not participate in every round, state information
(like the model state θ) becomes stale. To keep the client
models synchronized under these conditions, clients need to
either download the latest master-model θ from the server in
every round (resulting in high downstream communication) or
alternatively randomly re-initialize their local models in every
round using a common random seed (resulting in performance
degradation).

To illustrate this point, Table II shows the maximum
Accuracy achieved after 50 communication rounds of Federated
Distillation with three different client initialization schemes
and three different neural networks at varying levels of data
heterogeneity. As we can see, initializing the client models
randomly before distillation (“Init Random”) achieves worse
performance than using the distilled model from the previous
round (“Init Prev.”) as the initialization point. To close the
performance gap, we propose a novel dual distillation technique,
which avoids de-synchronization of client models at arbitrary
participation rates.

Let It be the set of clients participating in on particular
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communication round t and

Y pub =
1

|It|
∑
i∈It

Ỹ pubi (14)

be the corresponding set of aggregated soft-labels. In dual
distillation, instead of directly sending the aggregated soft-
labels to the clients, the server first performs a distillation step
of it’s own

θtS ← train(θt−1
S , Xpub, Y pub) (15)

using the model θt−1
S , which was distilled in the previous

round, as initialization point. This way the training information
stored in θt−1

S is not lost. Then, the server computes soft-labels
using the newly distilled model,

Y pubS = {fθS (x)|x ∈ Xpub} (16)

and sends them to the clients. Starting from a random
initialization, the participating clients then distill from the
server predictions to mimic the server model

θ ← train(θ0, X
pub, Y pubS ) (17)

This way the clients are indirectly initialized with all the
accumulated training information stored in θS , before going
into the next round of local training.

This allows us now to communicate soft-labels in upstream
and downstream and appreciate the resulting communication
savings in both directions, without loss of Accuracy (cf. Table
II). To further reduce the amount of downstream commu-
nication, we can also quantize the server soft-labels Y pubS

before communication, using the same constrained compression
operator Qbdown

that we used in the upstream. We emphasize
that dual distillation is only necessary if client participation
is below 100%. Furthermore in Federated Learning the server
is typically assumed to have much stronger computational
resources than the clients, thus the workload of running an
additional server model can mostly be neglected.

Figure 7 shows the effects of different levels of upstream
and downstream quantization on the training performance of
LeNet trained on MNIST, using Federated Distillation after
20 communication rounds. As we can see in the i.i.d. setting
with α = 100.0, downstream quantization appears to have
a slightly stronger effect on the model performance than
upstream quantization, with a maximum Accuracy drop of
1% at the highest quantization level, i.e., bdown = 1. In
contrast, in the non-i.i.d. setting with α = 0.1, it is more
difficult to observe such a trend. Here, the strongest levels
of upstream and downstream compression outperform the
uncompressed FD. Thus, it appears that using quantization
in both directions, upstream and downstream, is a promising
technique for reducing communication.

V. COMPRESSED FEDERATED DISTILLATION

In this section, we combine the insights of the previous
section and propose Compressed Federated Distillation (CFD).
CFD extends the conventional Federated Distillation framework
by the following five techniques:

Algorithm 1: Compressed Federated Distillation

1 init: Set upstream and downstream precision bup and
bdown. Every client, Ci, holds a different local data
set, Di = (Xi, Yi), as well as the common public data
set, Xpub, with size |Xpub| = n.

2 Iterate over T communication rounds:
3 for t = 1, .., T do
4 Iterate over |It| participating clients:
5 for i ∈ It ⊆ {1, .., [Number of Clients]} in

parallel do
6 Client Ci does:
7 • θ ← random_init() # Initialize
8 if t > 1 then
9 • downloadS→Ci(Ỹ

pub
S )

10 • θ ← train(θ,Xpub, Ỹ pubS ) # Distillation
11 end
12 • θi ← train(θ,Xi, Yi) # Local Training
13 • Y pubi ← fθi(X

pub) # Compute Soft-Labels
14 • Ỹ pubi ← Qbup

(Y pubi ) # Compress Soft-Labels
15 • uploadCi→S(Ỹ pubi ) # Upload
16 end
17 Server S does:
18 • Y pub ← 1

|It|
∑
i∈It Ỹ

pub
i # Aggregate

19 • θS ← train(θS , X
pub, Y pub) # Server Distillation

20 • Y pubS ← fθS (Xpub) # Compute Soft-Labels
21 • Ỹ pubS ← Qbdown

(Y pubS ) # Compress Soft-Labels
22 end
23 return θS

1) Distill data curation (Alg. 1 - 1): We select a fixed
random subset Xpub of the available distillation data for
training. This subset is not varied over the course of
training.

2) Upstream quantization (Alg. 1 - 14): We reduce the bit-
width of the client soft-labels by applying the constrained
quantization operator Q (eq. (10)).

3) Delta coding (Alg. 1 - 14): The quantized soft-labels
are encoded using an efficient arithmetic entropy coding
technique, like CABAC [54]. Additionally, we use delta
coding (eq. (13)), to further reduce the entropy of the
quantized soft-label information Ỹi.

4) Dual distillation (Alg. 1 - 19, 20): In every round, we
distill a server model θS from the aggregated soft-labels.
This server model accumulates training information from
all previous communication rounds. The clients are then
trained to match the predictions of this server model.
This avoids loss of information in settings where clients
do not participate in every round.

5) Downstream quantization (Alg. 1 - 21): We apply
constrained quantization Q also to the predictions of the
server model before sending them down to the clients.
The clients then, starting from a random initialization,
are trained to mimic the predictions of the server model.

The training procedure is illustrated in Figure 8 and formally
described in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 8: Our proposed Compressed Federated Distillation
method employs distill data curation (see Sec. IV-A), soft-
label quantization (4.2., see Sec IV-B) and delta-coding (4.3.,
see Sec. IV-C) to minimize the communication from the clients
to the server. Furthermore, CFD uses dual distillation (6.1., 6.2.,
see Sec. IV-D) to keep clients synchronized in situations when
full client participation in every round can not be ensured. On
top of that CFD also uses quantization (6.3.) and delta-coding
(6.4.) in the downstream, to reduce the communication from
the server to the clients.

The performance of our algorithm in every round t is
determined from the distilled model θS on the validation data
set.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we empirically evaluate our proposed Com-
pressed Federated Distillation method and compare its perfor-
mance against the natural baselines of Federated Averaging
[1] and Federated Distillation [11]. The experimental setup is
given as follows:

Data sets and models: We evaluate CFD on both Feder-
ated image and text classification problems with large scale
convolutional and transformer neural networks, respectively.
For our image classification problems we experiment with
the following combinations of client- and/ distillation data:
(MNIST / EMNIST [55]) and (CIFAR-10 / STL-10 [56]). In
both cases the distribution of the distillation data deviates
from the one of the client data, as it would in realistic
Federated Learning scenarios (MNIST contains handwritten
digits, EMNIST contains handwritten characters, CIFAR-10
and STL-10 both contain different types of natural images).
For our text classification problems we use disjoint splits
of the SST2 [57] and AG-News [58] datasets for client
training, distillation, and validation, respectively. We train
LeNet- [59], VGG-type [60], AlexNet-type [61] and ResNet-
type [16] architectures with and without batch-normalization
layers. The Alexnet, ResNet-18 and VGG-16 models used in

our experiments contain 23.2M, 11.1M, and 15.2M parameters
respectively. For our text classification experiments we fine-
tune DistilBERT [62], a popular transformer model with
approximately 66 Million parameters.

Federated Learning environment and data partitioning:
For image classification problems, we consider Federated
Learning settings with 20 clients. In all experiments, we split
the training data evenly among the clients according to a
Dirichlet distribution D(α) following the procedure outlined in
[50]. This technique allows us to smoothly adapt the level of
non-iid-ness in the client data using the Dirichlet parameter α.
We experiment with values for α varying between 100.0 and
0.01. A value of α = 100.0 results in almost identical label
distributions, while setting α = 0.01 results in a split, where
the vast majority of data on every client stems from one single
class (see Figure 2 for an illustration). For image classifiers,
we vary the clients’ participation rate (in every round) between
40% and 100%, and train for 50 communication rounds. For
language models, we set the number of clients to 10 and
the participation rate to 100%, and train for a total of 10
communication rounds. As is standard convention in FL, the
validation data follows the clients’ training data distribution
(and not the distribution of the distillation data).

Optimization details: For the sake of simplicity, in all image
classification tasks, we use the popular Adam [63] optimizer
with a fixed learning rate of 0.001 across all baselines and
for both the distillation and training on local private data.
While a dedicated selection of optimizer and optimization
hyperparameters might improve performance, our goal here is to
give a fair comparison between the different Federated Learning
algorithms. For language models, we perform one epoch of
distillation with Adam, using a learning rate of 1×10−5 and no
weight decay. The clients’ models in each round are trained for
one local epoch with SGD with learning rate and momentum
set to 0.001 and 0.9, respectively.

Baselines: We compare the performance of our method,
Compressed Federated Distillation (CFD), with respect to
the two natural baselines: Federated Averaging (FA) [1]
and Federated Distillation (FD) [11]. For CFD, we test two
configurations: For CFD-1-32 we only quantize the upstream
communication by setting bup = 1 and bdown = 32. For
CFD-1-1 we quantize both the upstream and downstream
communication and set bup = 1 and bdown = 1. We also
investigate the effects of using delta coding (as described in
section IV-C). CFD methods that use delta coding are indicated
by CFD∆.

Evaluation Metrics: As is custom in communication-
efficient Federated Learning literature [14][15][25], we report
cumulative communication of the different FL methods. Given
this general metric, other quantities of interest like wall-clock
time or energy consumption can be approximated for any given
hardware setup and/ or communication infrastructure. For the
Baseline FD and our methods, CFD and CFD∆, we measure
only the communication of soft-labels Y pub and explicitly
ignore the communication cost of transferring the unlabeled
public data set Xpub to the participating clients. While clients
technically need to download this data once before training,
it is not subject to the same constraints as the Federated
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TABLE III: Upstream and downstream communication in [MB], necessary to achieve accuracy targets in Federated Learning
on the CIFAR-10 dataset, across different neural network models and levels of data heterogeneity α. The Federated Learning
setting consists of 20 clients and a participation rate of 40%. For the distillation based methods, 80000 data points from the
STL-10 dataset are used as distillation data. The number of communication rounds, necessary to achieve the target accuracy is
given in parenthesis. A value of “n.a.” signifies that the method did not achieve the target accuracy within 50 communication
rounds.

Model Target α Up/Down FA FD CFD-1-32 CFD∆-1-32 CFD-1-1 CFD∆-1-1
Accuracy

ResNet-18 0.71 100.0 up 760.35 (17) 44.80 (14) 0.56 (17) 0.40 (17) 1.36 (41) 0.82 (41)
down 760.35 (17) 44.80 (14) 54.40 (17) 54.40 (17) 1.36 (41) 0.39 (41)

0.68 1.0 up 1028.71 (23) 48.00 (15) 0.37 (13) 0.28 (13) 0.64 (22) 0.43 (22)
down 1028.71 (23) 48.00 (15) 41.60 (13) 41.60 (13) 0.72 (22) 0.34 (22)

0.45 0.1 up 1520.70 (34) 16.00 (5) 0.09 (7) 0.08 (7) 0.52 (41) 0.40 (41)
down 1520.70 (34) 16.00 (5) 22.40 (7) 22.40 (7) 0.99 (41) 0.92 (41)

VGG-16 0.8 100.0 up 671.16 (11) 32.00 (10) 0.40 (12) 0.29 (12) 0.76 (23) 0.47 (23)
down 671.16 (11) 32.00 (10) 38.40 (12) 38.40 (12) 0.76 (23) 0.24 (23)

0.78 1.0 up 1281.30 (21) 28.80 (9) 0.38 (13) 0.28 (13) 0.56 (19) 0.37 (19)
down 1281.30 (21) 28.80 (9) 41.60 (13) 41.60 (13) 0.62 (19) 0.27 (19)

0.48 0.1 up 2928.69 (48) 25.60 (8) 0.11 (9) 0.09 (9) 0.43 (34) 0.35 (34)
down 2928.69 (48) 25.60 (8) 28.80 (9) 28.80 (9) 0.77 (34) 0.75 (34)

AlexNet 0.68 100.0 up n.a. 89.60 (28) 0.94 (29) 0.74 (29) n.a. n.a.
down n.a. 89.60 (28) 92.80 (29) 92.80 (29) n.a. n.a.

0.64 1.0 up n.a. 38.40 (12) 0.61 (21) 0.49 (21) 0.76 (26) 0.62 (26)
down n.a. 38.40 (12) 67.20 (21) 67.20 (21) 0.84 (26) 0.42 (26)

0.44 0.1 up n.a. 6.40 (2) 0.09 (6) 0.08 (6) 0.11 (7) 0.10 (7)
down n.a. 6.40 (2) 19.20 (6) 19.20 (6) 0.17 (7) 0.15 (7)

TABLE IV: Upstream and downstream communication, measured in [MB], required in Federated fine-tuning of DistilBERT to
achieve a specific target accuracy on the SST2 and AG-News datasets, at different levels of data heterogeneity α. The number
of required communication rounds is given in parenthesis.

Dataset α Up/Down FA FD CFD-1-32 CFD∆-1-32 CFD-1-1 CFD∆-1-1
(Target Accuracy)

SST2 100.0 Up 267.820 (1) 0.269 (1) 0.004 (1) 0.006 (1) 0.029 (7) 0.044 (7)
(0.88) 100.0 Down 267.820 (1) 0.269 (1) 0.269 (1) 0.269 (1) 0.029 (7) 0.044 (7)

1.0 Up 803.460 (3) 0.539 (2) 0.008 (2) 0.012 (2) 0.038 (10) 0.057 (10)
1.0 Down 803.460 (3) 0.539 (2) 0.539 (2) 0.539 (2) 0.042 (10) 0.063 (10)

AG-News 100.0 Up 535.640 (2) 1.920 (2) 0.030 (2) 0.035 (2) 0.030 (2) 0.035 (2)
(0.91) 100.0 Down 535.640 (2) 1.920 (2) 1.920 (2) 1.920 (2) 0.030 (2) 0.035 (2)

1.0 Up 1071.280 (4) 4.800 (5) 0.142 (10) 0.168 (10) 0.101 (7) 0.119 (7)
1.0 Down 1071.280 (4) 4.800 (5) 9.600 (10) 9.600 (10) 0.105 (7) 0.121 (7)

Learning process. In communication-sensitive applications,
Xpub could already be stored on the devices long before the
Federated training process starts, and thus, the timing of its
communication is much less critical. Other work [12] also
demonstrates that Xpub can be automatically generated on the
clients using Generative Adversarial Networks.

A. Image Classification Results

We first investigate the communication properties of CFD on
image classification benchmarks. Table III shows the amount
of upstream and downstream bits, as well as the number of
communication rounds, required to achieve fixed Accuracy
targets for Alexnet, ResNet-18, and VGG-16 on CIFAR-10, at
different levels of data heterogeneity between the clients. The
corresponding training curves are given in Figure 9. As we can
see, CFD is drastically more communication-efficient than the
baselines FA and FD in all tested scenarios. For instance, for

VGG-16 and α = 100.0, CFD∆-1-1 achieves a target Accuracy
of 80% by cumulatively communicating only 0.47 MB on
average, from the clients to the server, and only 0.24 MB
on average, from the server to the clients. This is particularly
remarkable, as one single transfer of the parameters of VGG-16
already takes up 61.01 MB. To achieve the same 80% Accuracy
target, FA requires 671.16 MB of cumulative communication
in both the upstream and the downstream, translating to more
than three orders of magnitude in communication savings for
CFD. When directly comparing with FD, which requires 32.00
MB, CFD still reduces the communication by about two orders
of magnitude. Similar results can be observed for the two other
tested neural networks, ResNet-18 and Alexnet. On Alexnet,
FA even underperforms CFD w.r.t. to the maximum achieved
Accuracy and misses the Accuracy target of 68%.

The communication savings are even larger in the non-iid
settings with α = 0.1, where FA is known to perform poorly
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Fig. 9: Model performance as a function of communicated bits for our proposed CFD method and baselines FA and FD in
Federated Learning on the CIFAR-10 dataset, across different neural network models and levels of data heterogeneity (α=100.0,
1.0, and 0.1). The federated learning setting consists of 20 clients with a participation rate of 40%. For the distillation based
methods, 80000 data points from the STL-10 data set were used as distillation data.
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Fig. 10: DistilBERT model performance as a function of communicated bits for our proposed CFD method and baselines FA
and FD on the SST2 and AG-News data sets. 10 clients are trained at a participation rate of 100%.

[25]. For instance, when training ResNet-18 at α = 0.1, FA
requires 1520.70 MB to achieve the Accuracy target of 45%.
In contrast, CFD∆-1-32 requires only 0.08 MB to achieve the

same Accuracy, corresponding to a reduction in communication
by a factor of ×19943.

In all investigated settings, CFD∆ methods that use delta
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coding are more efficient than those that do not. For instance,
for VGG-16 and α = 1.0, delta coding can bring down the
cumulative upstream-communication required to achieve 78%
Accuracy from 0.38 MB to 0.28 MB for CFD-1-32. On the
same benchmark, delta coding also reduces the cumulative
upstream-communication from 0.56 MB to 0.37 MB for CFD-
1-1.

As can be seen in Figure 9, the heavily compressed CFD
can keep up with the uncompressed baselines FD and FA w.r.t.
maximum achieved Accuracy on most benchmarks. Additional
experimental results for Federated Learning scenarios with
heterogeneous model architectures can be found in Supplement
A and are in line with those obtained when using homogeneous
model architectures.

B. Language Model Results

Figure 10 shows the convergence speed in terms of com-
municated bits for different baseline methods on Federated
language modelling tasks. We fine-tune, DistilBERT, a popular
large-scale transformer model, on the SST2 and AG-News data
sets. In these experiments, we consider a Federated Learning
setting with 10 clients, 100% participation rate, and total of 10
communication rounds. From this data, we can highlight five
important observations. First, while FA tends to achieve slightly
higher total Accuracy than the other methods, it also requires
several orders of magnitude more upstream communication.
Second, FD reduces the communication overhead with respect
to FA by ×996 and ×279 in SST2 and AG-News data sets,
respectively, at the expense of no more than 2% Accuracy
degradation. Third, CFD-1-32 and CFD-1-1 stand out as the
most efficient techniques. When compared to FA, CFD achieves
communication savings of up to ×66955 on the SST2 data set
and ×17855 on the AG-News data set. Fourth, we notice that
in this particular set of experiments, delta-coding (see CFD∆-
1-1 and CFD∆-1-32), slightly increases the communication
overhead with respect to regular CFD (in both cases, CFD-1-1
and CFD-1-32). This effect is caused by the small number of
classes in the data sets (i.e., SST2 contains 2 classes, while
AG-News contains 4 classes), which limits the benefits of delta-
coding. Finally, the experimental findings on i.i.d. (α = 100.0)
and non-i.i.d. (α = 1.0) data, show that CFD is robust to
changes in the clients’ data heterogeneity.

Table IV shows the upstream and downstream communica-
tion cost (in MB) necessary to achieve certain Accuracy targets
across different levels of data heterogeneity, as well as the
required number of communication rounds. As we can see,
similar as on the image classification problems, CFD requires
several orders of magnitude less communication than FA and
FD in both the upstream and downstream to achieve these
performance targets. In some situations, this comes at the cost
of an increased number of total communication rounds.

For additional results on the effect of the distillation data
set size on the performance of CFD, we refer the reader to the
supplementary materials B.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we have explored the communication properties
of Federated Distillation and shown that drastic compression

gains are possible. For instance, on language modelling tasks,
we demonstrated that our proposed Compressed Federated
Distillation method can reduce the cumulative communication
necessary to achieve fixed performance targets from 1071.28
MB to 0.101 MB when compared to the very popular Federated
Averaging algorithm. This corresponds to a reduction in commu-
nication by over four orders of magnitude. Similar compression
rates were obtained in our investigated image classification
problems on popular convolutional neural networks. We believe
that our findings will help the widespread adoption of Federated
Learning in heavily distributed and/or resource-constrained
settings.

It is important to note however, that the favorable commu-
nication properties of all Federated Distillation methods, like
the ones reported in this paper, come at the cost of additional
computational overhead caused by the local distillation. This
additional computational overhead might be challenging in
Federated Learning environments where clients have limited
computational resources, or where the number of clients is high
and/or the number of data points per client is low. It thus needs
to be carefully considered for every application, which of the
two paradigms - Federated Averaging or Federated Distillation
- is more suitable for the problem at hand.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

Federated Distillation is a very promising new way of
solving Federated Learning problems, but many aspects are
still not fully understood. While it’s unique communication
properties and the added option for clients to train different
local models could make it a popular choice for Federated
Learning applications, it is also lacking formal robustness and
convergence guarantees so far. Future work could address these
open problems and also explore personalization techniques for
FD via meta- or multi-task learning [64][49]. Moreover, lazy
aggregation mechanisms, as proposed in [65][66], could further
improve efficiency of Federated Distillation methods.
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CFD: Communication-Efficient Federated
Distillation via Soft-Label Quantization and Delta

Coding
- SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS -

A. FEDERATED DISTILLATION WITH HETEROGENEOUS
MODEL ARCHITECTURES

Our proposed Compressed Federated Distillation approach
supports training of heterogeneous model architectures. To
evaluate our method in this setting, we simulate a Federated
Learning scenario with 30 clients, 10 of which each training
ResNet-8, VGG-16 and Alexnet respectively. The results
are shown in Figure 11 and are in line with our findings
for homogeneous models architectures, which CFS-1-1 (resp.
CFD∆-1-1) performing en par with uncompressed Federated
Distillation across all levels of data heterogeneity.

B. DISTILLATION DATASET SIZE IN NLP TASKS

Table V describes the effect of the distillation data set size
in the server model performance, during upstream communi-
cation. Specifically, 50%, 20%, and 10% of the distillation
data set samples are processed, and we report the upstream
communication cost (in MB) necessary to achieve a certain
target Accuracy. For the SST2 data set, the target Accuracy
was set to 0.88, while for the AG-News data set, to 0.91. On
the other hand, Figure 12 shows the complete communication
cost dynamics (i.e., Accuracy vs. communication cost at every
communication round) for these experiments.
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Fig. 11: Model performance as a function of communicated bits for our proposed CFD method and baseline FD in Federated
Learning on the CIFAR-10 data set at different levels of data heterogeneity α. The Federated Learning setting consists of a
total of 30 clients, 10 of which each training ResNet-8, VGG-16 and Alexnet respectively. 40% of clients participate in every
round and 80000 randomly selected data points from the STL-10 data set are used for distillation.

TABLE V: Upstream communication, measured in [MB], required in federated training of DistilBERT to achieve a specific
target accuracy on the SST2 and AG-News datasets, using different numbers of distillation data samples (50%, 20%, and 10%)
and levels of data heterogeneity (α = 100.0 and 1.0). The values inside the parenthesis (next to the communication costs)
correspond to the number of communication rounds.

Dataset Distillation α FA FD CFD-1-32 CFD∆-1-32
(Target Accuracy) Dataset Size

SST2 50% 100.0 267.820 (1) 0.135 (1) 0.002 (1) 0.003 (1)
(0.88) 1.0 803.460 (3) 0.404 (3) 0.004 (2) 0.006 (2)

20% 100.0 267.820 (1) 0.162 (3) 0.003 (3) 0.004 (3)
1.0 803.460 (3) 0.162 (3) 0.003 (4) 0.005 (4)

10% 100.0 267.820 (1) 0.135 (5) 0.001 (2) 0.001 (2)
1.0 803.460 (3) 0.162 (6) 0.004 (10) 0.006 (10)

AG-News 50% 100.0 535.640 (2) 0.480 (1) 0.015 (2) 0.017 (2)
(0.91) 1.0 1071.280 (4) 1.920 (4) 0.071 (10) 0.084 (10)

20% 100.0 535.640 (2) 0.384 (2) 0.003 (1) 0.003 (1)
1.0 1071.280 (4) 1.536 (8) 0.029 (10) 0.034 (10)

10% 100.0 535.640 (2) 0.384 (4) 0.007 (5) 0.009 (5)
1.0 1071.280 (4) 0.960 (10) 0.014 (10) 0.017 (10)
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(a) SST2 (50% distillation data samples).
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(b) AG-News (50% distillation data samples).
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(c) SST2 (20% distillation data samples).
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(d) AG-News (20% distillation data samples).
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(e) SST2 (10% distillation data samples).
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(f) AG-News (10% distillation data samples).

Fig. 12: Communication efficiency (i.e., accuracy vs communication cost) for Federated Learning of DistilBERT, on the SST2
and AG-News datasets, with α = 100.0 and 1.0, using 50%, 20%, and 10% of the disitillation dataset samples (10 clients with
100% participation rate).
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